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Our code and two large-scale contextless datasets

(MPSC and ArbitText) will be released in the future:

https://github.com/TongkunGuan/SIGA.

1. Further Details for Text Datasets
In this section, we present more visualizations of text

datasets. As shown in Figure 1, the existing scene text

recognition datasets are taken from natural scenes, includ-

ing traffic signs, shopping mall trademarks, billboards, etc.

These images have relatively clear texts with variable styles

and colours against a chaotic background.

In contrast, the MPSC dataset contains many contextless

texts with low visual contrast, corroded surfaces, and un-

even illumination as shown in Figure 2, which poses a new

challenge to contextless text recognition. Specifically, these

text images are marked with Latin characters and Arabic

numerals to record the serial number, production date, and

other product information. Recognizing these texts plays

an increasingly important role in intelligent industrial man-

ufacturing, which is conducive to improving the assembly

speed of industrial production lines and the efficiency of

logistics transmission in the industrial scene. Besides, as

shown in Figure 3, we employ the synthetic tool [8] by

selecting the appropriate background images and various

fonts and colours to generate these text images. Each text

of the ArbitText dataset contains a random combination of

Latin characters and Arabic numerals. The whole dataset

contains 1M images, which is used to evaluate the general-

izability and efficiency of language-free models on context-

less texts.

2. Effectiveness of IAA Module
We measure the effects of our implicit attention align-

ment (IAA) module on the finely annotated dataset,

TextSeg.

2.1. Metric
Let b ∈ {0, 1}H×W be the character mask generated by

assigning 1 to the locations in the ground-truth character
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Figure 1. Some examples of natural scene text datasets.

(a) CUTE80 [6]; (b) ICDAR2003 [3]; (c) ICDAR2013 [2]; (d)

ICDAR2015 [1]; (e) IIIT5k [4]; (f) SVT [7]; (g) SVTP [5].

Figure 2. Some examples of MPSC dataset.

Figure 3. Some examples of ArbitText dataset.

Table 1. Ablation results of different loss components.
Loss - Lcor Ldif Lcor + Ldif

Θ%(ACC%) 53.2(69.1) 55.2(69.4) 60.5(70.0) 63.6(70.5)

box and 0 otherwise, we calculate its horizontal projec-

tions l ∈ {0, 1}W by a max operation of b along with

x-axis. We then assume that l̃ ∈ {0, 1}W denotes the

thresholded network predictions (> 0.05 = 1) for the at-

tention of corresponding character, the metric Θ is defined

as: Θ = l · l̃/‖l+ l̃−l · l̃‖1. And then, we also evaluate their

average recognition accuracies on the ten standard context

benchmarks. Specifically, the detailed ablation results are

as illustrated in Table 1.
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Figure 4. The arrangement order.

Figure 5. Visualization results of the SIGA method on horizontal text images.

2.2. Theoretical Basis

Given a normalized image, let lt, l̃t ∈ {0, 1}W be its

ground-truth horizontal projections and the thresholded net-

work predictions for the attention at the decoding time t, we

target on l̃t = lt, ∀t ∈ {1, ..., T} to mitigate the alignment

drift issue. Specifically, we propose a constraint function in

implicit attention alignment module, which can be summa-

rized as follows:

∑

1�i<j�T

l̃i · l̃j → 0,
T∑

i=1

(ψ(̃li) · M̃) → M̃ , (1)

where M̃ ∈ (0, 1)W×H is our network predictions for text

mask and ψ : RW → R
W×H with a dimension expansion.

Ideally, define M as the ground-truth text mask, suppose

M̃ = M , the target l̃t = lt, ∀t ∈ {1, ..., T} is a good

feasible solution as:

∑
1�i<j�T li · lj = 0,

∑T
i=1(ψ(li) ·M) = M (2)

Although the target is a necessary but not sufficient con-

dition for our constraint function as some extreme cases

exist, the generality where the attention mechanism works

in most images, ensures that SIGA can toward the target,

which is also demonstrated by the above-mentioned abla-

tion results.

3. Visualizations of Glyph Attention

In SIGA, five important items assist the text recogni-

tion network to obtain glyph features for improving perfor-

mance. They are text pseudo-label Spl, sequence-aligned

weights β, text segmentation mask Sm, glyph pseudo-

labels Sgt, and glyph attention maps Sgam, respectively.

Specifically, given an input image X, SIGA first employs

the K-means algorithm to generate a text pseudo-label Spl,

and further utilizes the text pseudo-label to optimize our

designed self-supervised text segmentation module to gen-

erate a text segmentation mask Sm. Then, we follow an

implicit attention method as the baseline structure to ob-

tain implicit attention weights α, which are transformed

into sequence-aligned attention vectors β by an orthogo-

nal constraint, and served as the position information of

characters in the input image X. Next, we obtain the glyph

pseudo-label Spl via the dot product operation between the

sequence-aligned attention vectors β and the learned text

segmentation mask Sm. Finally, supervised by the glyph

pseudo-label Spl, our text recognition network produces

glyph attention maps Sgam.

To further illustrate the generation pipeline of glyph

structures in SIGA, as shown in Figure 5-8, we visual-

ize more examples of these items on horizontal, oriented,

curved, and blurred text images. Specifically, every exam-

ple follows the arrangement order in Figure 4.



Figure 6. Visualization results of the SIGA method on oriented text images.

Figure 7. Visualization results of the SIGA method on curved text images.



Figure 8. Visualization results of the SIGA method on blurred text images.
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